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About This Content

Located right across the TASTEE diner, the Backyard Colosseum is where mercs cut their teeth and train between missions.
What better place to test your mercs’ skills than a modern day scrap yard Colosseum? This arena is filled to the brim with tight

twists and turns where scrappy battles quickly erupt. Prepare to battle for each step you take in this claustrophobic setting!

Map Features

A combination of tight corridors and long lanes to benefit every unit

Unique randomization options for each section of the level

Breakable barriers everywhere for surprise shotgunners

Explosive barrels to light a fire under your feet

Pick up this DLC to challenge your friends or battle the AI in this new TASTEE setting!

DLC note: Without this DLC you will still be able to experience the Backyard Colosseum in two ways:

The map may come up randomly in a Quick Match.
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Someone who already owns this DLC can challenge you to a match in it.
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Think this tantalising strategy\/Tactical game was a challenge before, then try this map. Loaded with obstacles you must cross or
go around to get to your target, with unlimited angles and corners for enemies to hide in or behind makes this a must-have for
anyone ehose found their way through so far.
No-one could call this game is easy, and I'd call anyone out on it who does, but this one is a doozy. Okay, you only get one map
but you aren't paying $4 as Stardock would have you pay, and you are getting better value (yes you get a sub-faction with the
"Ashes...
 map, but one already created in the forst "ashes..."). Think of the time it took to create this devlish masterpiece, test it out and
tweak it some more and you have more than your money's worth.
Don't let this game die - support the Devs and crow about how you breezed though without a loss (and watch me call you out on
it...hehe).
Keep the content coming, guys. There are still players looking for more challenges.
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